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1 Executive Summary
This document can be considered as an Annex to the actual FuturePulse demonstrator
which can be accessed directly at http://future-pulse.dev.eu.s3-website-eu-west1.amazonaws.com/. However in the following weeks, a more business oriented and
attractive web addressed will be used and the demonstrator will be accessed at the
following web address: https://app.futurepulse.eu.
In the current document, we describe in brief the functionalities available in the first
version of the three FuturePulse applications (v1.0), which will be used and tested during
the first pilot phase by the Pilot users. This first version has been developed based on
the end user requirements and the architecture predefined in earlier stages of the project
and in D4.3 FuturePulse platform and APIs.
The three applications launched are the following:




FuturePulse “Record Labels” Application
FuturePulse “Live Music Events” Application
FuturePulse “Streaming Platforms” Application

FuturePulse “Record Labels” Application and FuturePulse “Live Music Events”
Application include both a dedicated and functional backend and a responsive user
interface developed based on the feedback and user stories described by the Pilot Users.
On the other hand, FuturePulse “Streaming Platforms” Application has been released
only on a “back-end” level and integrated to SYB existing platform, already in the market
without the support of a dedicated front end developed by FuturePulse.
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2 Introduction and Relation to other WPs/Tasks
The objective of this document is to act an annex to the actual FuturePulse
demonstrator (three FuturePulse applications) which will be used throughout the first
pilot round, to be implemented as part of WP5 activities.
The decisions and activities presented in this deliverable are subject to refinements and
modifications, based on the progress of the technical work packages, as well as the
validation and evaluation phases. Possible modifications, future additions, and
integrations will be reported in the future deliverables regarding the three applications,
such as D4.5 FuturePulse use case applications v2 (M24), etc.
Except Sections 1 and 2 which can be considered as introductory sections, the
deliverable is organized as follows:





Section 3, provides an overview of the functionalities that are available in this
first version FuturePulse applications, by providing a set of screenshots and
short descriptions these functionalities.
Section 4, provides a summarised overview of which requirements are tackled
so far and which requirements will be tackled in the 2nd iteration.
Section 5, provides the results and conclusions of the deliverable.
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3 FuturePulse Applications v1.0
The three applications launched are the following:




FuturePulse “Record Labels” Application
FuturePulse “Live Music Events” Application
FuturePulse “Streaming Platforms” Application

FuturePulse “Record Labels” Application and FuturePulse “Live Music Events”
Application include both a dedicated and functional backend and a responsive user
interface developed based on the feedback and user stories described by the Pilot Users.
On the other hand, FuturePulse “Streaming Platforms” Application has been released
only on a “back-end” level and integrated to SYB existing platform, already in the market
without the support of a dedicated front end developed by FuturePulse.

3.1.1 Register component
For accessing the FuturePulse “Record Labels” Application and the FuturePulse
“Live Music Events” Application, the user should register in Dashboard with Register
view. The view contains a registration form where the user enters an email and a
password and selects a group of predefined groups listed.
Users belonging to the same group share the files they have uploaded with all the users
of this group.
As already stated above, the FuturePulse “Streaming Platforms” Application is not
supported by a FuturePulse UI as its functionalities have been integrated directly to
SYBs platform.

Figure 1: Registrations Form
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3.1.2 Login component
For accessing the FuturePulse “Record Labels” Application and the FuturePulse
“Live Music Events” Application, as soon as the user is registered successfully, the
Login view is displayed. This view is used for user authentication. It contains a form in
which the user must complete the email and the password, that were used during
registration, for a successful login.
Once the authentication is successful, the JWT token retrieved from the FuturePulse
Auth server is stored on client side (Local Storage of the Dashboard). Each subsequent
request will include the JWT in the Authorization headers using the Bearer schema,
allowing the user to access a protected resource/endpoint.

Figure 2: Login Form

3.2

FuturePulse “Record Labels” Application

As soon as the user is logged in this application, he/she immediately has access to the
following functionalities:

3.2.1 Available Functionalities of the “Record Labels” Demonstrator
A) Functionality 1: Genres trending for market
Short Description of Functionality: The user will be able to compare the trendiness of
different genres in a territory, or the popularity of one genre in different territories.
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Figure 3: "Genres trending for market" Screenshot

Requirement related to this Functionality: RL_REQ#5

B) Functionality 2: Events impact on success
Short Description of Functionality: The user will be able to introduce and edit events
in the timeline comparison so they can evaluate the effect of any event (i.e. TV show
appearance, new marketing strategy, product release, etc.).
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Figure 4: "Events impact on success" Screenshot

Requirements related to this Functionality: RL_REQ#6
Functionality 3: Streaming statistics comparison
Short Description of Functionality: The user will be able to compare data from
different data sources, including DSPs streams/views, popularity and
followers/listeners/subscribers; Social Media mentions and fans.

Figure 5: "Streaming statistics comparison" Screenshot

Requirements related to this Functionality: RL_REQ#2
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FuturePulse “Live Music Events” Application

As soon as the user is logged in this application, he/she immediately has access to the
following functionalities:

3.3.1 Available Functionalities of the “Live Music” Demonstrator
A) Functionality 1: Genres popularity for market
Short Description of Functionality: The user will be able to compare the popularity of
different genres in a territory, or the popularity of one genre in different territories.

Figure 6: "Genres popularity for market" Screenshot

Requirements related to this Functionality: LM_REQ#9

B) Functionality 2: Genre of electronic music
Short Description of Functionality: The user will be able to identify the genre of each
track in the platform, along with other track characteristics (BPM, duration, key…)

Figure 7: "Genre of electronic music" Screenshot

Requirements related to this Functionality: LM_REQ#1
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FuturePulse “Streaming Platforms” Application

As soon as the user is logged in SYBs platform, he/she immediately has access to the
following FuturePulse functionalities:

3.4.1 Available Functionalities of the “Streaming Platforms” Demonstrator
A) Functionality 1: Recognition level of a track
Short Description of Functionality: Automatically promote and play the song with the
highest recognition as the first song when shuffling playback. Not recognising songs is
usually a reason for ending a subscription of a background music platform. Choice of
music is based on the FuturePulse model for current recognition levels of songs in a
country. Tracks can then be added to playlists.

Figure 8: “Recognition level of a track” Screenshot

Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#1
B) Functionality 2: Fade in and fade out of a track
Short Description of Functionality: Identify Fade In and Fade Out of songs and
automatically adjust crossfades on the platform. Long intros and outros are not suitable
in background music and is preferably edited out, or adjusted by a live DJ. To do this at
scale, detecting where song outros and intros begin and end is important to be able to
mix the songs at the right time.
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Figure 9: "Fade in and fade out of a track" Screenshot

Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#13
C) Functionality 3: Genre popularity for each market
Short Description of Functionality: Genre popularity in each market. Contributes to
music recommendation and personalisation for the client. In this case orders and
promotes genres that are more popular over less popular in this users market.
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Figure 10: "Genre popularity for each market" Screenshot

Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#15
D) Functionality 4: Instrumental or vocals, major gender in track
Short Description of Functionality: Filter songs on whether the major part of the tracks
are vocal or instrumental. Female and male attributes also helps customers create
targeted music and equal blends.
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Figure 11: "Instrumental or vocals, major gender in track" Screenshot

Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#10

E) Functionality 5: BPM in a track
Short Description of Functionality: Beats per minute (BPM) has not proven to be an
effective way for users to select music in itself standalone. Rather it is usable as a
component to detect other higher musical attributes such as genre or perceived energy
of a song.
Screenshot: Non UI-based
Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#12
F)
Functionality 6: Major or minor in a track
Short Description of Functionality: Major and minor is used to strengthen insights for
other more user friendly features, such as if a song is happy or sad (which is not directly
transferrable to major/minor), but is rather related to the “Sound” or “Mood”.
Screenshot: Non UI-based
Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#14
Grant Agreement Number: 761634 – FuturePulse – H2020-ICT-2016-2/ICT-19
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G) Additional Functionalities available
Adding to the above functionalities, a number of additional functionalities related to the
“Streaming Platforms” Use Case are available. However, these functionalities have not
been integrated to SYBs platform as they will not be pilot tested during the first phase.

 Functionality 7: Genre of a track
Short Description of Functionality: The genre of a song is an indicator of what kind of
music one is dealing with. For the editors of playlists at music background providers, as
well as for the clients of the platform, genres make it possible to quicker find music that
suits certain brands. The user will be able to automatically see the genre of music of a
specific track.
Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#4

 Functionality 8: Energy level in a track
Short Description of Functionality: The energy level of a track is very important for
how customers experience the brand and the visit to an establishment, depending on
how many visitors that are present. In the earlier FuturePulse survey, energy ranked as
the second most important by businesses. Energy levels can be used to govern how
much time customers spend in the store as well as influence the experience. The user
will be able to see the energy level of a track (i.e. high, low, etc.)
Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#6

 Functionality 9: Moods related to a track
Short Description of Functionality: Information about what moods or sound
characteristics that are related to specific tracks. This was ranked as the most important
variable in the survey among businesses. The user will be able to automatically see the
mood of a track (i.e. sad, happy, etc.).
Requirement related to this Functionality: BMP_REQ#11
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4 FuturePulse Requirements addressed in v1.0
The table below presents an overview of which requirements have been partially or
totally tackled within the first version of applications. However, requirements tackled in
this first version, will be also tackled in the second one in order to improve the efficiency
or customise some of the functionalities based on feedback received by the pilot users.
Requirement

Full Name

FuturePulse
Iteration

RL_REQ#2

A combined visual timeline for streaming statistics of an
1st Iteration
artist

RL_REQ#5

Genres trending for each market

1st Iteration

RL_REQ#6

Events impact on success

1st Iteration

LM_REQ#1

Genre of electronic music

1st Iteration

LM_REQ#9

Genre popularity

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#1 Recognition level of a track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#4 Genre of a track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#6 Energy level in a track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#10 Instrumental or vocals, major gender in track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#11 Moods related to a track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#12 BPM in a track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#13 Fade in and fade out of a track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#14 Major or minor in a track

1st Iteration

BMP_REQ#15 Genre popularity for each market

1st Iteration

The below presents an overview of the requirements to be tackled in the second iteration
of the applications. Some requirements have been partially tackled already, however
their related functionality has not been integrated yet into the system.
Requirement

Full Name

FuturePulse
Iteration

RL_REQ#1

Predict streaming based on artist reference groups

2nd Iteration

RL_REQ#9

Season related streaming changes

2nd Iteration

RL_REQ#10 Playlist related streaming

2nd Iteration

LM_REQ#3

Discography & Typical visuals per artist

2nd Iteration

LM_REQ#5

Artist popularity in a given genre

2nd Iteration

LM_REQ#6

Growth of artist popularity

2nd Iteration

LM_REQ#8

Top upcoming artists per genre

2nd Iteration

LM_REQ#21 Past gigs
Grant Agreement Number: 761634 – FuturePulse – H2020-ICT-2016-2/ICT-19
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LM_REQ#22 User input to FP system

2nd Iteration

BMP_REQ#2 Popularity level of a track

2nd Iteration

BMP_REQ#8 Original release year for a track

2nd Iteration

BMP_REQ#9 Origin of an artist

2nd Iteration
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5 Results and Conclusions
5.1

Inferences and Conclusions

This annex provides an overview of the three FuturePulse applications by providing a
set of screenshots and functionalities’ descriptions available to the end users. all
functionalities have been designed and implemented based on a) the requirements
already defined by the end (pilot) users and b) technical status of WP2 and WP3.

5.2

Indicative Time plan

Based on the work described in the DoW and in previous deliverables and actual needs
of the project and the Pilot Users, the following figure provides an indicative time plan for
future activities.

Figure 12: Indicative Time plan & Future Work
Future work will be reported in the following deliverables:
1. D4.5 FuturePulse use case applications v2 (M24)
2. D4.6 FuturePulse use case applications v3 (M30)
3. D4.7 Final FuturePulse platform and applications (M36)
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